
  

Master Vasilis Alexandris, started Taekwon-Do in 1972, taught by 

Stepanos Gaidartzakis (9th Dan) and George Stylianides (9 Dan). In 1975 he got his black 

belt (1st Dan), examined by the Korean teacher Park San Jae (7th Dan) in Rome. That same 

year opened a school with his brother Alexander Alexandris, the fourth club Taekwon-do in 

Greece (the first was Stamatis in Athens in 1968, the second one was Stefanos Gaidartzakis & 

Georgios Stylianidis in Thessaloniki in 1971 and the third one was Constantine Chrissogelos 

in Thessaloniki) . In 1978 he got his 2nd Dan, under an examination by a committee of 

Korean teachers, led by Master Kim Kwan Il and served as chief trainer Taekwon-Do School 

in Parachute camp in Aspropyrgos (Athens) (commando forces). In 1980 he participated in 

Pan-European games in England, Crystal Palace, as leader of the Greek team and held the 

third position in battle, third position in forms and second position in the team game. The 

same year, at the international tournament in Rijeka, was ranked first in team battles and 

accomplished to be the best athlete of the tournament. In 1981 he accepted an official 

invitation from the Grandmaster Kwon Jae Hwa (Father of European Taekwon-Do) in 

Munich, Germany, for a weekly seminar, where he was awarded the 3rd Dan at the end of the 

seminar. In 1982 he participated in the Pan-European games, in Naples, Italy, as leader, where 

he ranked first in forms (tul). In 1983, he organized the first festival of Taekwon-Do in 

Thessaloniki, Greece, with an official guest the Grandmaster Kwon Jae Hwa. In 1985 he got 

his 4th Dan by Grandmaster Kwon Jae Hwa. That same year he published along with his 

brother the martial arts magazine titled "Super Karate". That year he organized the first 

festival of martial arts, involving trainers C. Mallios, S. Vellios, C. Kosmidis, L. Katsouris, 

Stephen A., C. Kyriakides, J. Albanis, Ch. Kazantzidis, C. Liakopoulos, G. Sfetas. Also, he 

organized along with G. Mallios, C. and C. Kosmidis Sfeta, the first Open Championship 

Semi Contact, with more than 450 athletes. From 1987 to 1992 he participated with his team 

at Pan-European and World Open tournament held in Europe. In 1988 he was the leader and 

spokesman of the Greek group in the Pan-European Championship Semi Contact - Kick 

Boxing WAKO in Warsaw, Poland, and also the referee of Semi Contact WAKO. In 1992 he 

attended a 30 days seminar with Gen Choi Hong Hi (who awarded him the 5th Dan) and 

university professors for the degree of trainer of the General Secretariat of Sports. In 1993 he 

was coaching the National Team Taekwon-Do Greece. In 1994 he was appointed as a coach 

to 

 


